
DEVISIGN Database Release Agreement 

The Key Lab of Intelligent Information Processing of Chinese Academy of Sciences, ICT has 

constructed the DEVISIGN database under the sponsor of Microsoft Research Asia. The goals 

to construct the DEVISIGN database include (1) providing the worldwide researchers of SLR 

community a large vocabulary Chinese SL database for training and evaluating their 

algorithms; (2) advancing the state-of-the-art SLR technologies aiming at practical applications 

especially for the unknown signer situation. Therefore, the DEVISIGN database is now 

made partly available for research purpose only. VIPL (Visual Information Processing and 

Learning, ICT ) is serving as the technical agent for distribution of the database and reserves 

the copyright of all the videos and binary files in the database. Any researcher who requests 

the DEVISIGN database must sign this agreement and thereby agree to obey the restrictions 

listed in this document. Failure to observe the restrictions will result in access being denied for 

the request of the future version of the DEVISIGN database and being subject to civil damages 

in the case of publication of images that have not been approved for release. 

The researcher(s) agrees to the following restrictions on the DEVISIGN database: 

1. Only images/videos whose identity ID is less than 22 in the file name will be published or 

released in technical reports, papers in the sign language recognition research area only. 

Other images/videos will never appear in any document of any form. Any images/videos will 

never be released in commercial materials, newspapers, or other public medias. 

2. The database will not be further distributed, published, copied, or further disseminated in 

any way or form whatsoever, whether for profit or not. This includes further distributing, 

copying or disseminating to a different facility or organizational unit in the requesting university, 

organization, or company. 

3. All the images/videos/binary files will be used for the purpose of scientific researches only. 

The DEVISIGN database, in whole or in part, will not be used for any commercial purpose in 

any form. 

4. All technical papers, documents and reports which use the DEVISIGN database will 

acknowledge the use of the database by giving a citation to “Hanjie Wang, Xiujuan Chai, 

Xiaopeng Hong, Guoying Zhao, Xilin Chen. Isolated Sign Language Recognition with 

Grassmann Covariance Matrices. ACM Transactions on Accessible Computing, 2016”. And a 

copy of the published paper, reports and other documents that uses the DEVISIGN database 

will be forwarded to the VIPL. 

5. The final explanation of this agreement refers to the VIPL. 

 

 

 

Printed name:     Signature:      Date:              

Organization:                                                                   

Mailing Address:                                                                

Email:        Tel:       Fax:               


